Secretins revealed: structural insights into the giant gated outer membrane portals of bacteria.
The acquisition and evolution of customized and often highly complex secretion systems allows Gram-negative bacteria to efficiently passage large macromolecules across both inner and outer membranes and, in some cases, that of the infected host. Essential to the virulence and ultimate survival of the many pathogenic species that encode them, secretion systems export a wide variety of effector proteins and DNA as well as the downstream extracellular filaments of the secretion apparatus themselves. Although these customized secretion systems differ in their cytosolic and inner membrane components, several commonly rely on the secretin family of giant pores to allow these large substrates to traverse the outer membrane. Recently, several near-atomic resolution cryo-EM secretin structures have unveiled the first insights into the unique structural motifs required for outer membrane localization, assembly, hallmark ultrastable nature, spontaneous membrane insertion, and mechanism of action-including the requisite central gating needed to prevent deleterious passage of periplasmic contents to the extracellular space.